Hands-On Technology Workshop
“*The Dog Ate Their Homework: MyLMU Journals for Managing Student Work*”
**Tuesday, February 2nd, 2016**
11:30 am - 12:30 pm
Foley Room 210
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**Abstract:**

One of the biggest challenges professors face with any class is managing student assignments and projects. The “Journals” function on MYLMU Connect (Blackboard) can help restore your sanity. In this workshop Dr. Elizabeth Reilly, Professor of Educational Leadership, and Elaine Coates, Instructional Technologist, will team to share with you how Journals have transformed all of her classes whether face-to-face, hybrid, or online, and fostered accountability and support for students and their coursework. They will show you how Journals work, the benefits in supporting classroom instruction, and provide lots of hands-on time for you to become proficient. This workshop is suitable for everyone from the neophyte instructional technology user to the advanced user.

Refreshments provided.

Please RSVP to Andrea Middleton Andrea.Middleton@lmu.edu by January 28th, 2016.